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Salt Lake

AT A GLANCE
We lease and manage rental 
properties for rental owners.

We save owners time, money, 
and stress.

We handle all of the 
day-to-day, and take care of 
tenants, troubles and toilets, 
so they don't have to.
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Salt Lake

AT A GLANCE
Established 

in

2007
Units Per 

Team Member

40

Team Members

9.3
Residents

8.1
Rental Owners

8.4

Happiness Scores out of 10

4

Residents Paying 
Rent On Time

96%
Annual 

Eviction Rate

0.06%
Residents who 
renew leases

72%

Average Days 
to Lease

17
Tenants 

Paying Online 

92%
BBB 

Rating

A+



“As for me and Brian - 
we wouldn't dream of 
going it alone.

You guys are as 
essential as toilet 
paper - for the same 
reason...
S...t happens.”
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WHAT WE DO

Salt Lake
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We do it with your 
goals in mind, of 
reducing vacancy 
and increasing 
returns.

● Rental advertising & Showings
● Tenant Screening & Leasing
● Security Deposit Management
● Utility Management
● Tenant Move-In Coordination
● Rent Collection & Lease Enforcement
● Tenant Relations
● 24/7/365 Emergency Response
● Maintenance Oversight
● Accounting Statement
● Electronic Owner Payouts
● Tenant & Owner Online Portals
● Routine Photo/Video Inspections
● And much more...

We do 
everything 
from A-Z.

Leasing and 
rental mgmt 
with excellence 
and pride.
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BEYOND THE BASICS...
We hold ourselves to 
a very high standard 
of communication and 
service. 

Only 5 Star service is 
acceptable for you 
and your residents.

Our goal is to provide 
you with answers 
before you have to 
ask. 

We will be your 
partner in creating a 
successful rental.
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(On the digital version of this, click one of the videos to check it out.)

Guides & Books for Investors & 
Landlords

Webinars & Client 
Meetings Educational Videos

We work HARD to add value, educate, and provide training to 
investors and landlords through regular webinars, workshops, 
newsletters, and many resources.
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https://keyrentersaltlake.com/1031-exchange-8-27-2020/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/virtual-workshop-for-utah-landlords-how-to-operate-your-rental-through-covid-19/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/4-truths-about-tenants/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/investor-videos/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/national-client-webinar-covid-19-discussion/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/assetprotect-for-owners/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/how-utah-real-estate-agents-can-grow-sales-during-covid-19/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/assetprotect-for-owners/


HOW WE CREATE 
STRESS FREE 

RENTAL SUCCESS

Salt Lake
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Effective property management should not 
be viewed as a cost, but a cost savings. Is 
paying a good property manager worth it?

● We save owners an average of $800 in vacancy costs for leasing 
properties faster 

● We save owners time and opportunity costs (how much is your 
time worth?)

● We save owners from making costly mistakes caused by being 
uninformed and untrained

● Our Tenant Happiness Program retains residents, reducing 
vacancy costs

● We have higher rent collection rates due to our rent payment 
program and thorough tenant screening

● Our preferred vendors provide discounted maintenance rates 
saving owners money. And we don’t markup vendor invoices!

● Our preventative maintenance plan and routine inspections 
prevent unnecessary repairs

We Save You Money
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We lease quality homes fast to quality tenants through:

● Trained team of leasing consultants
● Professional photography and video tours
● Maximum exposure to 40+ leading ad sites
● Leasing department open 24/7
● Innovative on demand showing system
● Quick and easy digital lease signing process. 

Leasing Services

Keyrenter Salt Lake Property Management     |     801.783.1300     |     Info@KeyrenterSaltLake.com
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We make paying rent easy by offering 
free online and recurring payment 
options to our tenants.  In the event a 
tenant pays late, we handle the entire 
notice and collection process, while 
keeping you in the loop.

A large part of being successful at rent 
collection is providing easy solutions for 
tenants to pay rent.

For that reason we allow them to pay 
online via eCheck (for free!), via credit 
card, and they can even go to any 7-11, 
CVS, or Family Dollar to pay their rent 
through a direct integration to our 
software. Tenants love how easy it is 
to pay rent through Keyrenter!

Rent Collection

We have monthly drawings for 
residents who pay on time.  It’s no 
wonder 96+% of our tenants pay 
rent on time each month. 

Keyrenter Salt Lake Property Management     |     801.783.1300     |     Info@KeyrenterSaltLake.com
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It’s critical to have a property management partner who 
sets up processes and policies to benefit you, the 
owner. 

Here’s how we do it:

● Our bulletproof lease indemnifies and protects you.

● We have our own legal counsel for ongoing advice and 
support.

● We seek ongoing education and development.

● We hold the RMP designation from the National 
Association of Residential Property Managers.

We Lower Your Risk & Liability

● Our AssetProtect Renter 
Insurance program ensures 
your property has layers of 
coverage.

● We pay for evictions, that’s how 
confident we are.

● Our Resident Accountability 
Program assists the tenant to 
take great care of the property.
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❏  Current ID Verified
❏  Person Search Verification
❏  Social Media Profile Search
❏  Legal Residency
❏  Occupancy Requirement
❏  Roommate Screening
❏  Pet Restrictions
❏  Nobody Smokes
❏  Minimum Credit Scores
❏  Delinquent Account Verification
❏  Bankruptcy Screening
❏  Debt to Income Ratio 
❏  Income Verification
❏  Employment Verification
❏  Rental History Verification
❏  Eviction Search
❏  Criminal History
❏  Public Registry Screening

A rental is only as successful as the tenant living there. Our 
comprehensive and rigorous tenant screening process is 
unmatched.  

Tenant Screening 

Sample Screening Checklist
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In addition to screening and 
troubleshooting tenant 
requests, we also have 
preferred pricing agreements 
with licensed and insured 
vendors, can offer landscaping, 
weed control, sprinkler 
maintenance, and other 
services. 

Move-In & Move-Out
We complete a fully documented, floor/wall/ceiling 
exterior and interior move-in inspection which is then 
used to compare against a similar move-out inspection.  In 
this way we can hold tenants accountable for any 
damages or repairs deducted by their deposit or move-out 
fees.

Maintenance

Unlike many property management companies, we find 
profiting on maintenance a conflict of interest. Instead, 
we align our interest with yours and work diligently to 
keep your costs down. We do not markup vendor 
invoices.
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We direct deposit payments directly to you and provide you with a 
full accounting of the month at the end of each month (last 
business day). 

Our easy to read statement contains an accounting of all of the 
incoming and outgoing payments, and will be uploaded directly to 
your owner portal each month along with a copy of any work 
orders and invoices.

Accounting & Payments
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Our state of the art software 
keeps everything organized 
for our team allowing us to 
manage smarter and more 
efficiently.  

We provide our property 
owners and tenants a login 
where information is stored, 
payments can be made, 
service requests taken, etc.  

Online Portals
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Although our high screening standards reduce most lease 
violations and damages, regular inspections are important to 
maintain these standards, and to identify maintenance issues 
before they get worse. 

Primary Objectives of Routine Inspections:

1. Prevent damage and problems caused by deferred 
maintenance. This alone can save owners thousands.

2. Create an accountability check for the tenants. Tenants 
respect what we inspect. 

Twice per year, we will complete and provide to you an interior 
and exterior condition report with a checklist of items and 
photos/videos of issues and areas. 

Routine Inspections
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Our rent collection and screening processes are so 
effective, we have an industry leading low eviction rate 
of 0.06%.

In other words, we rarely need to evict one of our 
tenants. 

In fact, we are so confident in what we do, if there is 
ever a need to evict your tenant, we will cover the cost 
of it.

EvictionGuard®
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GUARANTEES

Salt Lake
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We believe our great service and 
communication should keep clients doing 
business with us, and not a lengthy and 
complicated contract. After the first six 
months, if you stop seeing the value in our 
services, you can provide a 30 days notice with 
no termination fees, hassles, or headaches! 

We lease quality homes fast to quality tenants. 
If your property is competitively priced and we 
can't secure a tenant with a deposit in 30 days 
or less, we'll waive your first month’s 
management!

Our rent collection and screening processes 
are so effective, we have an industry-leading 
low eviction rate. In fact, we are so confident in 
what we do, if there is ever a need to evict your 
tenant, we will cover the cost of it!

Keyrenter Salt Lake Property Management     |     801.783.1300     |     Info@KeyrenterSaltLake.com
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WHO WE ARE

Salt Lake
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Founded by Nate Tew & Aaron Marshall, as a 
solution for managing their own rentals and to 
fill a need for high quality service that was 
desperately needed in 2007, and continues 
today. 

We have grown to be an industry leader with 
hundreds of properties in the Salt Lake valley 
and thousands of properties nationwide. 

Our team lives and operates a high value 
service on our foundation of Core Values.
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CORE VALUES: 
1. Relationships First

○ Relationships are the foundation of our success
○ Delight people through WOW service
○ Never leave people in the dark
○ Consider the customer in all we do

2. Together as a Team
○ Unified Team, creating win-win solutions
○ Fun, creative, competitive, and awesome!
○ Loose lips sink ships (no gossip)

3. The Real Deal
○ Take action before something happens
○ Know where we are going and focused on results
○ Do what you say you will do

4. Never Settle
○ Know your seat, know your stuff
○ Always learning and improving
○ Embrace technology to make it simple
○ Never give up

5. Do the Right Thing, Period
○ Run it like you own it
○ On time
○ Blame no one
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THE TEAM
Get to know us at: KeyrenterSaltLake.com/meet-the-team
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https://keyrentersaltlake.com/meet-the-team/
https://keyrentersaltlake.com/meet-the-team/


Keyrenter Salt Lake Property Management     |     801.783.1300     |     Info@KeyrenterSaltLake.com

We believe there is so much 
more to a service business 
than simply providing the 
required services. 

Keyrenter Cares is our way of 
giving back to our local 
communities through service 
and donations. 
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WHY WE DO IT

Salt Lake
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● We own our own rentals and believe rental 
investments to be the greatest pathway to wealth 
for people like you and us.

● Effective and professional management of those 
rental investments is critical to their success.

● We believe in a better way. A smarter way. A way 
which provides better outcomes and results.

● We love what we do! We are passionate for owning 
and managing rentals. 

● The people we serve in this business are our 
friends. This alone provides so much satisfaction 
and happiness for us, our team, and all those 
involved in this journey.

Keyrenter Salt Lake Property Management     |     801.783.1300     |     Info@KeyrenterSaltLake.com
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WHAT OUR 
CLIENTS SAY

Salt Lake
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”Keyrenter had my property rented 
with qualified renters within a week 
and had everything set up. They did 
everything for me and it was a huge 
weight lifted off my shoulders. I can't 
thank them enough..."

Keith H.
Property Owner
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https://vimeo.com/455570992


“You and your Team are 
creating a Legendary 
customer experience. This is 
beyond business. This is a 
gift and a legacy. You add to 
my quality of life. You are 
providing a 'peace of mind' 
that I didn't even know was 
possible in a risky business 
like rental income 
properties. That's what I 
see... I am grateful. And you 
can quote me.”  

Felicia N.
Property Owner
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“The level of professionalism that 
Keyrenter has offered me, and more 
importantly the effort put into getting 
to know their customers and my 
needs, supersedes anyone else that I 
have worked with in the Utah market.” 

Marcelo T.
Property Owner
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https://youtu.be/sCj7JNv_LSI


WHAT’S NEXT?

Salt Lake
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Management 
Agreement
Review and sign the 
agreement authorizing 
us to get started.

Kick-off Call with 
Property Mgr.

Schedule a 
Discovery Call
Discuss your goals, 
needs, our solutions & 
pricing.

On-Site Leasing 
Consultation

Onboarding

Sit back and let us 
get to work!

Our leasing consultant 
can meet you at the 
property to provide and 
discuss a leasing and 
rental strategy.

Work with us to 
complete some 
onboarding steps.

Enjoy this time, while we 
do the heavy lifting. You 
deserve it!

Ensure nothing has 
been missed, all 
questions are answered, 
and we’re clear for 
take-off!
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ARE YOU READY?

Salt Lake

(801) 316-1591
Landlords@KeyrenterSLC.com

Keyrenter Salt Lake Property Management     |     801.783.1300     |     Info@KeyrenterSaltLake.com
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https://keyrentersaltlake.com/schedule/ryland/

